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ABSTRACT
An interactive three-dimensional computer animation system has been developed.
The system consists of several graphical editors for creating and controlling articulated
(jointed) figures and environments. The primary input device is a mouse, which the
animator uses for drawing and choosing menu options. The editors are designed to
allow the animator to create specialized drawings describing the subjects of the
animation. Modelling data is generated automatically from the drawings.
Movement can be controlled in a variety of ways. The animator can position each
limb of the figure individually, use pre-programmed skills. or use implemented robotics
algorithms. A path planning algorithm is available so characters can find a collision-
free path when instructed to walk from one place to another. This is a first step
towards goal-directed animation where animators will specify desired goals in terms
such as "walk to the door and open it" and characters will know enough about "where
they are" and how they can move to perform the appropriate motions.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. David L. Zeltzer
Title: Assistant Professor of Computer Graphics
The work reported herein was supported in part by Symbolics, Inc. and the NHK
Broadcasting Company of Japan.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 Communication through Motion
A picture may be worth a thousand words. but in most cases. a single picture does not
tell the whole story. Things change constantly and only a series of pictures can begin
to explain what is really happening. Consider. for example. the case of the midnight
sun. There is no one moment in time where it is clear that the sun never sets. To
show this event on film, it is necessary to take several pictures. or a time-lapse
photograph. to explain the path of the sun and its relationship to the horizon (Figure
1-1). This concept appears in many contexts, such as a discussion of the universe
where Buckminster Fuller refers to Einstein's definition of a scenario [Fuller 74]:
When you come to a scenario, you can't say which frame. which picture, is
the story. The caterpillar picture doesn't tell you it's going to be a butterfly
and one picture of the butterfly doesn't tell you that a butterfly can fly. [It
takes] many, many frames before we begin to have any concept at all of the
communication of basic information.
Animation is ideally suited to documenting scenarios of this nature. It is important to
note, however, that "what happens between each frame is more important than what
exists on each frame" (McLaren 68). It is the difference between the pictures which
produces the illusion of motion.
The use of motion is very important to everyday communication. We frequently use
gestures to complement speech and clarify intentions. These movements may be
extremely subtle and complex and without verbal counterparts. In fact. they may
express ideas that cannot be expressed any other way. as Isadora Duncan revealed
when she said, "If I could tell you what it meant. there would be no point in dancing
it."
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Figure 1-1:Time-lapse photo showing the path of the midnight sun
(Photo by Mel Anderson)
1.2 Computer Animation
Animation is a technique for illustrating events changing over time. These events may
be real or imagined, and may be photographed or drawn. Animations are produced by
generating a series of images, each slightly different from each other. Continuous
motion is perceived when the images are viewed. in sequence. for a fraction of a second
(1/24th of a second for film, I' 30th of a second for video). Because of the short
viewing time, a great number of images are needed for even a short animation.
Creating an animation can easily become a monumental task.
Computer animation may be approached in one of two basic ways. The computer
may be used to automate cel animation techniques or to model the items being
animated and generate the frames of animation algorithmically.
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1.2.1 Keyframing
Because of the large number of images needed and the short duration which they are
displayed. it is common for animators to draw only the key frames in the animation -
or those which detail the points where the content changes more noticably. This is
true of both conventional animation and computer animation. Inbetweeners (or
interpolaters) are employed to develop the necessary number of frames between each
key frame to smooth out the motion. For flexibility, the elements of an image are
drawn separately and then stacked to compose the final image. In conventional
animation, each image is drawn on a eel (transparent piece of film). while in computer
animation, each image is stored in a separate file which can be loaded and composited
with other images. Using this method, components of the image may be rearranged
and re-used in different contexts. This is useful for common tasks such as changing
the background or repeating a walk cycle.
Cel animation is very tedious, but has been used successfully for many years.
Computers have been applied to the process with reasonable success [Burtnyk
76 'Baecker 69,. The computer can aid in the actual drawing of images as well as the
interpolation of frames. Two-dimensional animation produced with computerized
interpolation tends to have a different look than hand-drawn animation because,
unlike an artist. the computer has no model of how things are shaped in three
dimensions or how things move through space. For three-dimensional subjects, the
keyframe images are two-dimensional projections of the three-dimensional scenes.
While artists interpret these projections and imagine the three-dimensional subject
being portrayed when interpolating the images, the computer can only map the lines
of the first image into the lines of the next image. This frequently results in unnatural
effects because the computer focuses on the lines composing the image rather than the
objects and their motions. The problems of computer keyframe animation are
discussed more thoroughly in rCatmull 78-.
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1.2.2 Modelling
Another approach is to use the computer to build a three-dimensional model of the
items being animated. A three-dimensional iodel generally consists of a large number
of flat polygons (or tiles) which are arranged to approximate the shape of the original
object. An initial time investment is required to generate data for the model, but the
frame-drawing time is speeded up since the computer can easily generate views of the
object from any angle. using any one of a variety of well-documented rendering
techniques Newman 73 . The computer may also be used to describe the movements
of objects in the animation. These descriptions are usually referred to as scripts and
allow events to be scheduled according to cues specified by the animator Reynolds
82 . The main difference between this method and the key frame method is that the
animator manipulates descriptions of objects and movements to create an animation
rather than actually manipulating the images themselves. The frames of animation
are drawn by the computer as it reads the instructions in the script and manipulates
and transforms the three-dimensional models accordingly.
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Chapter Two
ALIAS: A Long and Involved Animation System
The animation system that I have developed is called ALIAS and is implemented on a
Symbolics Lisp Machine with a black and white bit-mapped display. a high-resolution
24-bit color frame buffer, and a mouse. The project is broken up into a series of
specialized editors which are used for creating and manipulating different components
of animations. These editors are separate in that they allow the animator to focus on
one aspect of an animation at a time, but communal in the sense that each editor
contributes to the same master data base.
Editor Purpose
Tree Editor For defining figures to be animated
Motion Editor For checking the structure and motions of a figure
Pan Zoom Editor For pre-viewing a series of keyframes
Environment Editor For defining the world in which a figure moves
Color Editor For selecting colors and applying them to objects
Timeline Editor For organizing animation components chronologically
2.1 Goals
One of the long term directions of the Computer Graphics and Animation Group at
MIT is to develop more sophisticated animation control techniques which eliminate
the amount of detail which musi be specified without reducing the amount of detail
which can be specified. Another major concern is to develop more intuitive user-
interfaces to simplify communication between the animator and the computer.
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2.1.1 Animation
Ideally an animated character will come with a set of skills that can be performed in
any given context. In the real world. for example. a hired dancer or actor arrives on
the stage with certain basic skills. It is still necessary for the choreographer or director
to provide instruction about how a motion should be performed in a particular
situation. but the general skills are already present. The same should be true of an
animated character. The character should arrive on the scene with fundamental skills.
such as walking and reaching. and should have a basic set of rules about how to
behave in a context. Animated characters should exhibit basic intelligence. For
example. they should know that it generally isn't appropriate to walk through
furniture (something easily done in animation environments), and should opt to walk
around things in their path. even if the travelling distance is longer. Motor skills and
knowledge about the environment should be integrated so that characters appear to
have "a sense of where they are" and some idea of how to proceed from there.
ALIAS is a first step towards implementing the knowledge necessary to make
intelligent character behavior possible. Emphasis has been placed on controlling
movement in environments. This includes resolving motion control problems for the
character as well as resolving collision detection problems between the character and
the environment. While the implementation of inverse kinematics and path planning
algorithms was not part of this project. the integration of these techniques into an
animation system was considered central. The author worked closely with other
members of the Computer Graphics and Animation Group to insure the compatability
of ALIAS with other motion control and planning software. This is discussed further
in subsequent chapters.
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2.1.2 User-Interfaces
As computer technology advances to allow faster machines with more memory and
more capabilities. the concern changes from how much power the computer has. to
how easily accessible that power is. Standard computer tools and straightforward, if
not intuitive, user-interfaces are necessary so that skills learned on one machine do not
become obsolete when the computer they are learned on does.
The Computer Graphics and Animation Group of the MIT Media Laboratory is
actively developing computer graphics tools and user-interfaces (Dumaine 85]. A
variety of data generation and rendering packages are available on each machine.
While the packages are different, data is represented in a standard format. so objects
created with one package can be viewed with another. User-interfaces are being
developed to fully utilize the variety of input and output devices currently available.
A personal goal has been to develop graphical user-interfaces to avoid text
representations of graphical entities. When creating something visual, such as an
animation. it seems natural for the development to occur in a visual manner. In my
experience. working with numerical and text representions interrupts the visual
thought process necessary to create successful images. However, many recently
developed computer animation systems rely on numerical or text input from the
animator Lewis 84- Zeltzer 84 Maxwell 83,. This may partly be due to
implementation considerations imposed by the availability of graphics terminals and
suitable input devices. In my case, I was able to implement interactive graphical
interfaces using the Symbolics window system and a mouse. An alpha-numeric
keyboard was the only other input device available, and it was used as little as
possible. Joysticks. dials, touch-sensitive displays, and tablets are other input devices
that have been successfully used to provide graphical input to computer animation
systems Gomez 84, [Stern 83 Bender 80-.
The user interface has been designed to show everything as it will appear in the final
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form so there is a very short debugging phase where the animator tries to resolve the
difference between what was intended and what actually appeared on the screen. At
all times. the animator can see what thing, look like and can manipulate them if they
are not satisfactory. There is also a conspicuous lack of numbers in the display. They
are available if needed. but never shown by default. Although some people find this
hard to get used to, I have found that the resulting images are much more natural
because the only feedback is what it looks like. In the end. how the object looks is the
critical element and I believe this should be reinforced throughout the animation
process.
2.1.3 Aesthetics
The difficulties of combining art and technology are clear to anyone who has spent
much time working with computer graphics. The degree of complexity required in the
software is directly proportional to the freedom of expression desired by the artist.
Although more artists are becoming interested in the medium and tremendous effort
has gone into improving computer graphics tools, the following observation is still
true:
Rarely have two disciplines joined forces seemingly to bring out the worst in
each other as have computers and art....While the intentions may be good.
the results are predominantly bad art and petty programming. In almost all
cases, the signature of the machine is far more apparent than the artist's.
Negroponte 79
While people generally agree that the majority of today's computer graphics are
lacking aesthetically. they generally don't agree about the causes or solutions. Some
say it is the failure of the artists to create a new aesthetic. while others claim the
technology has failed to provide tools which meet the needs of the artist. There are
additional problems to consider, such as cost and accessibility of sophisticated
computer graphics systems.
These problems have been approached in many different ways. Countless computer
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"paint systems" have been developed in the attempt to reproduce tools familiar to the
artist. Paint systems are available for personal computers as well as large graphics
workstations. At the other extreme. work has been done in artificial intelligence to
develop systems which treat aesthetics as a knowledge-oriented computational process
so that computers can make decisions using aesthetic principles (Kahn 79). The hope
is that as computer technologies advance, systems can be developed which understand
more about aesthetics and the way artists think about artistic problems. This reflects
the belief that computers should be taught more about users and the problems they
are trying to solve rather than requiring users to learn more about computers.
The cost and accessibilty of sophisticated computer graphics systems is clearly a factor
in the aesthetic quality of current computer graphics and animation work. The
wealthy patrons of computer art are. most notably. the television advertisers, which
explains the proliferation of flying logos and animated razors. It is a matter of time
before computer systems become readily available to artists in conditions that will
allow the aesthetic quality to improve.
2.2 Problems and Solutions
One of the problems encountered in this project is that of controlling a three-
dimensional object in a two-dimensional medium. The only interaction tool used is a
mouse. which can be used to locate x,y positions on the screen. While it is possible to
draw three-dimensional images using perspective techniques. it is often not possible to
point to a three-dimensional location and refer to it unambiguously. To get around
this problem. two-dimensional representations for objects have been incorporated into
the project. Often both two-dimensional and three-dimensional views are given. The
two-dimensional views are designed to allow the animator to select a part of the object
unambiguously and manipulate it. while the three-dimensional views are designed to
show the results of the manipulation.
The concepts represented have standard two-dimensional representations which the
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animator should be familiar with. The first is the diagram representation for trees.
This describes the hierarchy of a structure and can be used for selecting locations in
the structure. The second is the architectural plan and section representation for
objects. In this notation. objects are viewed from the top (plan) and side (section)
without the aid of perspective. The third notation is not for a three-dimensional
entity, but for time. and is a standard timeline representation for events occuring in
chronological order.
Other problems. such as the difficulty of describing and controlling the motions of
characters are discussed in depth in subsequent chapters.
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Chapter Three
Tree Editor
The Tree Editor is a graphical tool for developing tree diagrams of hierarchical
structures, particularly those describing articulated figures, and is designed as an
alternative to text-based programming languages commonly used to design characters.
The advantage of the Tree Editor is that there is no "language" to learn. A standard
tree diagram notation is used with the top node at the highest position (and
hierarchical rank) and one or more branches reaching downward. (Traditionally, in
diagrams. trees grow downward e en though in nature they continue to grow upward.)
Tree structures are created and edited in a graphical format using commands issued
from a mouse. There is no need to use a text editor and only an occasional reason to
use the keyboard. The tree diagram format provides visual clues which help the
animator understand the structure being generated; in text-based systems, there are
no visual clues other than indentation style. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the same
structure represented first in a text format and then in a graphical format.
The Tree Editor allows the animator to draw tree diagrams on the black and white
display using a mouse. Clicking the left mouse button fixes the position of a node,
while clicking the right button releases the node position. More advanced editing
commands are available from a mouse-sensitive menu at the edge of the workspace
(Figure 3-3). These commands allow the animator to perform various functions, such
as copy part of a tree diagram to another location, (Figures 3-4 and 3-5). delete part of
a tree. simplify the amount of detail shown for a branch (Figures 3-6 and 3-7), move
the placement of the diagram in the workspace, change the scale of the diagram, and
re-space the tree to get a more uniform spacing of nodes and limbs. There are also
commands to load and save trees, as well as to send tree structures to other programs,
such as the Motion Editor, for display on the color monitor.
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begin body / mandatory top node s/
begin pelvis / hips and spine "depend" on pelvis */
[l.hip 1_knee begin l-ankle
[1-balloffoot lKtoe]
[l-heel] end]
[r-hip rknee begin r ankle
[r-balloffoot r.toe]
[r-heel] end]
begin spine /* unarticulated spinal column */
[l-clavicle Ishoulder 1_elbow begin 1_wrist
[1_thumb1 1_thumb2]
[lindex1 1_index2 1_index3]
[l_middlel 1_middle2 1_middle3]
[lring1 l.ring2 lring3]
[llittlel 1 little2 1_little3] end]
[r-clavicle rshoulder relbow begin rwrist
[r_thumb2 rthumb2]
[r_index1 rindex2 rindex3]
[rmiddlel rmiddle2 rmiddle3]
[r-ringl r-ring2 r-ring3]
[r_littlel rlittle2 rlittle3] end]
[skull jaw]
end /- spine */
end /: pelvis */
end /* body */
Figure 3-1:Description of a simplified human body using sdl. the skeleton
description language developed at Ohio State University [Zeltzer 84'
The one feature which is not graphical is for filling in values about the limbs and
joints (the notation used is discussed in the next chapter). Various pieces of
information are necessary for display. such as the length of the limbs and the type of
joint (rotary or sliding). This type of information is much easier to type than to
specify graphically, so a menu is provided for typing in the necessary values.
The animator is required to draw the structure in a top-down manner so that is
possible to assume that a new node is lower in the hierarchy than the node it is linked
to above. With this assumption. it is easier to aid the animator in the drawing of a
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Figure 3-2:Description of the same body using the Tree Editor
head,
co lar
d spine r shou
pelvis elbou
hip r hip urist
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[kle ankle
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TREE EDITOR
Mouse left to drao
Mouse tuice to end
Mouse niddle nones
Mouse right erases
Mouse left on nenu
Copy Branch
Connect Branches
Delete Branch
Close Branch
Open Branch
Shrink Tree
Expand Tree
Move Up
Move Down
Move Left
Move Right
Re-space Tree
Fill in Values
Display Body
Create Motion
Load Tree
Save Tree
Exit Editor
File loaded.
Figure 3-3:Tree Editor menu
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0
Figure 3-4:Defining source and destination regions for copying branch
Figure 3-5:Connecting the copied branch to the tree
i8
Mou5e right
Mouse left o
Cop.' Brar
Connect Br=
Delete Bra
Close Bra
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Move Uc
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Create Mc
Load Tr-
Figure 3-6:Selecting the branch to be closed
Figure 3-7:Closed branch
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structure and easier to build the data base.
The first node drawn is temporarily assumed to be the top node of the structure. A
rubber-band line is drawn from the current node to the cursor position. The animator
can add nodes to a branch of a tree by clicking the left mouse button once, or
terminate the branch by clicking the button twice. Terminating the branch turns off
the rubber-band line so the animator may begin drawing in a new location, or may
link to a node in the existing branch. As the cursor is moved near an existing node, it.
is highlighted. A new leaf or branch may be attached by clicking left on a highlighted
node. In this case. the rubber-band line is drawn from the highlighted node and
drawing proceeds as usual.
The data base is built as the animator draws the structure. Each node has several
pieces of information stored about it. The x,y screen location, the parent and child
nodes. the upper and lower limbs. and status flags are specified automatically at the
time of creation. while information such as the name of the node and the type of joint
are specified by the animator. The top node is distinguished by its lack of a parent
node. As the animator draws a branch. each new node is added to a list and the
parent node is informed of the new child. In the case where a branch is added to an
existing node. the node is located by matching the x,y position of the node and the x,y
position of the cursor, then the list of children is updated appropriately.
Limbs are also created as the structure is drawn. A limb exists between every two
nodes in the drawing. These are not necessary to represent the tree structure, but
become important when the structure is drawn-and manipulated in three dimensions.
There are several pieces of information stored for each limb. The hierarchical
information (the node above and the node below) is filled in automatically, but the
name of the limb. the length. and the default x,yz angles of rotation must be specified
by the animator. A meaningful three-dimensional model of the figure cannot be
generated until this information is specified.
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It is possible to represent trees with less information. For example. the references to
parent nodes and upper limbs may be omitted without damaging the integrity of the
structure. However. it is much easier to traverse the tree if it is possible to travel up or
down the tree from any node. This is particularly useful for the editing features.
where an operation performed on a node ray affect the node directly above. For
example. when a branch is deleted, the node above must be informed of its loss. The
search time is more critical than the amount of memory or disk space used, since the
search time directly affects the speed at which editing changes can be reflected in the
drawing. To speed up the search. extra hierarchical information is stored as it is
created so that a search up or down the tree or between nodes and limbs happens as
quickly as possible.
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Chapter Four
Motion Editor
The Motion Editor is designed to allow the animator to examine the character in a
rendered format as opposed to the diagrammatic format of the Tree Editor. At the
very lowest level., the Motion Editor is useful for verifying that the tree structure of the
figure is correct. Design errors (such as a limb being connected to the wrong node in
the structure) can be spotted immediately. At a more advanced level. the Motion
Editor allows the animator to manipulate the limbs of the character and observe
simple motions. The animator can check to see if the limbs are proportioned properly
and move correctly. Various rendering styles are available. Figure 4-1 shows the
simple stick figure as well as a complex skeletal representation for a human body.
Poses may be created and saved in the keyframe tradition, although the Motion Editor
is not intended to be a keyframe system.
The Motion Editor worksheet is composed of three perspective views, the tree diagram
from the Tree Editor, and a mouse-sensitive menu. The tree diagram is used for
selecting a limb to manipulate (Figures 4-2 and 4-3). The limb can be moved by
changing its angle of rotation, which can be modified by specifying an amount of
change with the slider and specifying the axis about which rotation should occur. The
length of the limb can also be changed. The slider and buttons for indicating x, y., or z
rotation are located in the menu and retain their settings from operation to operation
until explicitly changed (Figure 4-4).
Rotation can be specified as either a bend or a pivot (Zeltzer 84. A bend refers to a
non weight-bearing rotation, such as swinging the leg forward while walking. This
type of rotation only affects the subtree below the limb and is achieved by changing
the joint angle for the bend limb. The lower limbs retain the same angles relative to
22
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Figure 4-1:Stick figure and skeletal representation of human body
each other, but move in space because of the rotation above. A pivot refers to a
weight-bearing rotation. such as the rotation of the support leg over the ankle during
the walk cycle. This rotation affects the entire tree except for the subtree below the
limb and is achieved by changing the joint angle for the top node and changing the
angle for the pivot limb by the opposite amount to return it to its original position.
Figure 4-5 shows the difference in body position produced by a bend and a pivot.
This distinction is necessary to simplify the creation of complex motions. Many
systems, such as BBOP Stern 83) Sturman 84' and TWIXT IGomez 84], support
bends only. which makes it difficult to specify motions in which the position of a lower
limb is fixed, but limbs above move. Walking is a skill which requires that the foot
remain on the ground while the angles of rotation at the hip. knee, and ankle change.
To implement this without the aid of a pivot. it is necessary to bend the limbs into the
desired position., then move the figure back so the location of the foot matches the
23
Figure 4-2:Selecting the node nearest the desired limb
Figure 4-3:Choosing the desired limb
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Figure 4-4:Motion Editor menu
location it was at before the bends were specified.
The Motion Editor is useful for creating static poses and simple motions, but not for
making complex sequences of animation. This is a general problem with hand-
positioning techniques and is a result of controlling the figure at too low a level. While
the animator has explicit control over the position of each limb, the animator also has
to keep track of the desired axis of rotation (this is not always obvious when working
with lower limbs which are affected by rotations of previous limbs). and whether the
change should be positive or negative. There are no control mechanisms in the Motion
25
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Figure 4-5:The center figure shows the starting position from which a
bend (left) and a pivot (right) is applied to the highlit limb
Editor to specify joint angles automatically.
4.1 Denavit & Hartenburg Notation
The simplest way to represent angles between limbs is to specify the rotation about
the x, y, and z axes. However, when trying to define patterns of movement for
complex joint systems. this representation is less useful. Researchers in mechanical
engineering and robotics have developed various notations which help them define
movement. The problems of manipulating a robot or a computer-generated character
are basically the same when it comes to determining joint angles. Denavit &
Hartenburg notation IDenavit 55i is widely used and has been adopted for this
application because of its convenient matrix notation for a wide variety of joint types
and adaptability to inverse kinematic solutions.
The Denavit & Hartenburg notation describes the joint and link (limb) of a one degree
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of freedom arm in four parameters: d. a. a. and 0. d refers to the distance between
links (the length of the joint). a refers to the length of the link below the joint. a refers
to the angle of twist of the joint. and 0 refers to the angle of twisi of the link (Figure
4-6).
Joints Links
Length d a
Twist a 0
Figure 4-6:Denavit & Hartenburg parameters
Figures 4-7 through 4-11 show the results of varying each of the four parameters for
one segment of a four-link arm. The changes are made to the second limb and its
corresponding joint, which are highlighted for reference. Note that the joint length (d)
is zero for the other limbs.
Figure 4-7:Example arm in starting position
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Figure 4-8:Increasing d for highlighted limb
Figure 4-9:Increasing a for highlighted limb
28
Figure 4-10:Decreasing a for highlighted limb
Figure 4-11:Decreasing 0 for highlighted limb
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Most animated figures have limbs with more than one degree of freedom. These are
modelled as two or three coincident limbs with zero length. For ease of reference. the
name "segment" is used to refer to the combination of one joint and one link. To
create a limb with three degrees of freedom. three segments (two with zero length) are
combined and placed orthogonal to each other. This results in twelve parameters
available to describe each limb, but in practice. only four of these are of interest: the
length of the link (a) of the third segment. and 0 for each segment. (The length of
each joint (d) is zero, the angle of each joint (a) is fixed, and the length of the first two
links (a) is zero.) The resulting parameters include the length of the limb and three
angles describing the rotation, or essentially the x,y,z rotations the animator expects to
work with. As a result. the specification of angles is very straightforward, but because
of the more complex internal structure, more sophisticated motion control techniques
can be used. These are discussed in later chapters.
4.2 Pan Zoom Editor
It is desirable to be able to view work in progress to verify that the motions look as
planned. The Pan Zoom Editor is a tool designed to give the animator real-time
feedback about how the motions currently look.
The Pan Zoom Editor allows the animator to view a sequence of 16 keyframes in real
time. Pan-zoom movies are created by displaying a grid of lower resolution images
instead of using the entire screen to display one high-resolution image [Heckbert 841.
The computer is able to pan and zoom in real time, using built-in pan and zoom
capabilities, to display each of the frames as a full-screen image for the desired length
of time. Figure 4-12 shows the full-screen image for a pan-zoom movie of an ice skater
doing a layback spin and Figure 4-13 shows one pan and zoomed frame of the movie.
The user interface is extremely simple. The black and white display is used to specify
the grid location for each keyframe (Figure 4-14), while the color display is used for
the pan-zoom movie. A grid of 16 mouse-sensitive locations (matching the grid of the
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Figure 4-12:Pan Zoom movie layout
Figure 4-13:Zoomed frame of movie
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color display) and a menu is presented on the black and white display. The menu
options allow the animator to load keyframes. display the current movie. change the
speed at which a movie is viewed. and load and save movies. Once a keyframe is
loaded, it is placed in the appropriate grid by finding the matching grid location on
the black and white display and clicking the left mouse button. The keyframe is then
drawn on the color display in the desired location. The frames of a pan-zoom movie
can be assembled and re-arranged with a minimum of effort.
______ _____
Figure 4-14:Specifying the grid location for a keyframe
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Chapter Five
Controlling Character Motion
Controlling motion is really a problem of describing motion. which is unfortunately a
difficult task. even in the real world. Our vocabularies are quite limited when it comes
to describing how motions are executed. This becomes painfully clear when taking on
a sport. such as ice skating. where the success of a move is dependent on correct body
positions and timing. A mistake in either usually results in a fall. To prevent
unnecessary damage to the skater's body. coaches describe the components of a
motion, demonstrate the timing. and in some cases, physically position the skater in
the correct pose to make sure the skater understands. Even after this combination of
explanations, the skater will often perform something different, simply out of
misinterpretation. The process of learning how a motion should be performed and
actually training the body to do it may take months of practice.
Describing motion to a computer is even more difficult. Communication between the
computer and the animator happens much less efficiently than between the skater and
the coach. With special-purpose hardware, the computer can begin to interpret speech
and simple gestures within a fixed context ISchmandt 82), and to record xy,z positions
for a body in motion [Ginsberg 83a] [MacKay 82]. but these are only first steps
towards bridging the communication gap between the computer and the animator.
The problem of generating motion information has been approached from many
directions. There are advantages and disadvantages to each technique, so it is often
worthwhile to use more than one, depending on the nature of the motion.
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5.1 Guiding
The lowest level of control is often referred to as the guiding level iZeltzer 84 . At this
level. the animator has the greatest control over the body position. but must put the
most effort into creating motions. The animator must explicity specify all components
of the motion. as there are no higher control mechanisms to help position the body.
5.1.1 Positioning Techniques
The simplest way to position the body is to draw it in the desired position. However,
knowing what to draw is a matter of understanding the subtleties of a motion. A great
deal of observing may be necessary before the animator understands a movement well
enough to animate it. Frequently motion studies !Muvbridge 55 or rotoscoping
techniques (tracing body positions from film of the character performing the motion)
are used to help the animator understand movements and create believable motion
sequences.
Body positions can also be specified using dance notations, such as Labanotation and
Benesh Notation. These notations were originally developed to document dances
which otherwise would be lost forever, but have also been successfully used for
specifying figure motion for animations [Badler 79] [Calvert 80]. A graphical editor
has been developed for Benesh notation (Singh 831 which suggests a way of interfacing
dance notation to computers. The major problem with dance notations is that they
are specific to the human body and are not immediately extensible to other types of
characters (such as cats or spiders). The notations are also quite complex and require
a fair amount of time to learn.
The body can also be positioned using simple interactive graphic techniques such as
those used in the Motion Editor. Other systems. such as BBOP [Stern 83] and
GRAMPS [O'Donnell 81), allow the animator to link joints to different dials or
joysticks, so the animator can position the figure by turning the dials appropriately.
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In the end, however. it remains a tedious process. as there is simply too much
information for the animator to control.
5.1.2 Body Tracking
Another approach to the problem of generating movement data is to track the body by
connecting cameras to the computer so it can "watch" the motion and gather data.
The technique used by the Computer Graphics and Animation Group is to have the
performer wear a suit outfitted with arrays of infrared Light Emitting Diodes (LED's)
which are powered to flash one array at a time at regular time intervals. Four cameras
which are sensitive to the infrared emission of the LED's are connected to an IBM PC.
As the LED's flash. an optical position indicator records the x,y position at which light
appears on each camera. By using the two x,y locations and the x,yz positions of the
cameras, it is possible to re-create the original xy.z position of the array of LED's
Ginsberg 83a] Ginsberg 83b]
The problem with this technique is that the range of movements which can be
performed is limited by the range of view of the cameras and is constricted by the
wires connecting the suit to the power supply and optical position indicator. The
lighting of the room must also be controlled, as flourescent light disturbs the camera
readings. Even in good conditions, the data tends to have inaccuracies [Lewis 84).
Figure 5-1 shows the LED suit being demonstrated in the tracking room and Figure
5-2 shows the LED glove used for tracking hand motion. (LEDwear photos courtesy of
Patrick Purcell.)
Data generated using this technique has been used with other animation systems
ILewis 84]. but has not yet been used as input to ALIAS. Future extensions will
incorporate this source of motion information, especially for hand movement.
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Figure 5-1:LED suit and cameras
Figure 5-2:LED glove
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5.2 Program Control
At another level. the animator may write programs to describe the motion of a group
of limbs. The walking skills in the next chapter are implemented in this manner.
Motions are defined as mathematical constructs which determine the amount of
change in joint angles and velocities over time. This technique is particularly effective
in cases where the motion can be parameterized. or defined by a set of relationships,
(such as the movement of one limb being proportional to the movement of another
limb), and is bound by pre-determined conditions (for example. accelerate until heel
strike occurs).
The disadvantage of this technique is that the animator is required to work with a
procedural programming language and to think about motion in a mathematical way.
The motion instructions must be quantified so that the computer can calculate how
much each limb is to move in each increment of time. The animator also loses control
over the appearance of individual keyframes, since they are being generated by the
computer according to the programmed instructions.
There are several advantages, however, which may compensate for the previously-
mentioned disadvantages. Once a program is written, it can be used to control the
motion of other creatures which have the same or similar structures. This is not
necessarily true with guiding techniques. Programming languages are designed to
allow modularity and abstraction, two useful concepts for describing motion. Most
motions are composed of other simpler motions, so by defining a set of lower-level
motions, more complex motions can be made by assembling them in different ways.
The technique of using abstraction to achieve more power in a system is one
commonly used in computer programming. In fact, Douglas Hofstadter explains the
abstraction power of his BlooP computer programs in terms of motion:
You might compare it to the way a good ice skater acquires new motions:
not by defining them as long sequences of primordial muscle-actions, but in
terms of previously learned motions, which were themselves learned as
compounds of earlier learned motions. etc. - and the nestedness, or
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chunkedness. can go back many layers until you hit primordial muscle-
actions. And thus, the repertoire of BlooP programs. like the repertoire of a
skater's tricks, grows quite literally. by loops and bounds. 'Hofstadter 80,
5.3 Robotics Solutions
Another way to specify motion is to use robotics control techniques. A common
problem in robotics is to have an arm with several limbs and a "hand" at the end
which is useful for performing a task. The problem is positioning and orienting the
hand, or end effector, so it can perform the job. A great deal of effort has gone into
solving this problem for robots Lee 82] "Whitney 721, and the solutions are applicable
to the problems of controlling character movement in animation.
There are many useful robotics control techniques. Forward kinematic techniques are
used to compute the position of the end effector given a change in joint velocities.
while inverse kinematic techniques are used to compute the change in joint velocities
necessary for the end effector to reach a given point. Inverse Jacobian kinematic
techniques and pseudo-inverse jacobian kinematic techniques are similar to inverse
kinematic techniques but use the jacobian matrix to arrive at a solution. Several of
these techniques have been implemented by other members of the Computer Graphics
and Animation Group. The reaching skills described in the next chapter have been
implemented using pseudo-inverse jacobian kinematic techniques.
Calculating the inverse of the jacobian matrix is computationally expensive, so for
simple arms, we use inverse kinematics and compute the joint velocity using analytic
geometry. However, for complex arms, tractable closed-form solutions are not
obtainable, so pseudo-inverse jacobian techniques are used to calculate the joint
velocities. Using this technique, the animator specifies the position of the end effector
in six parameters (x,yz location and x.y.z rotation), and the number of degrees of
freedom of the arm. From this information, the joint velocities can be determined by
multiplying the inverse of the jacobian matrix by the position vector.
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When using robotics control techniques. the animator is removed even further from
the creation of the actual frames of animation. The computer has control over how
the motion is performed as well as how it is drawn. The only input from the animator
is the description of the arm and the start and end locations of the movement.
Probably the ideal solution is to use this type of motion as a starting point and then
using hand-positioning or programmed techniques to manipulate it further.
5.4 Problems
Each of these techniques attempts to deal with some aspect of the problem of
generating discreet motions. Any or all of these methods can be used to create a
library of motions which the character can use. The next problems encountered are
those of transitions and simultaneous motions.
Each motion has some beginning position and some ending position, which may or
may not be similar to the beginning or ending position of another motion. For
example, there may be a walking motion and a diving motion that the animator wants
to combine to animate a character diving into a pool. If the end position of the walk is
not the same as the beginning position of the dive, there will be a discontinuity in the
motion which will be noticeable to the viewer. Clearly some sort of transition motion
is necessary. An approximation can be generated by interpolating between the two
positions, but this generally produces unnatural motion, since interpolation routines
usually do not have any knowledge about the motions leading up to and following the
two positions. Another solution is have a set of preconditions for each motion and a
way to move from the current position to one which satisfies the preconditions (Zeltzer
831. For example, the diving motion would have a precondition which specifies the
position the body must assume before a dive is possible. After walking to the edge of
the pool, the program checks to see if the precondition is met. If not, it follows the
instructions which explain how to move to the desired position. Once this has been
done the dive may be executed.
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A more advanced case of the transition problem is the problem of combining motions.
Often it is reasonable for the character to do more than one thing at once. such as pace
the floor and repeatedly check the time on his watch. If those motions are modelled
separately. it may be quite difficult to combine them because of the difference in
starting positions and the likelihood that both motions specify positions for the same
limb. For example. the walking (or pacing) motion has a default position for the arms
which must be overridden by the motion of raising the hand to look at the watch. To
model combinable motions. it is necessary for the motions to have information
regarding whether they can be interrupted or superceded. For example, if the
character is standing on one leg, the motion for that leg should not be interrupted
until the other leg returns to the ground. Zeltzer solves this problem by implementing
reserve and lock lists which specify which limbs can have their current motions
overridden by other motions [ Zeltzer 84]. The problems of creating transitions and
allowing motions to be combined are not currently addressed by ALIAS but are
directions for future work.
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Chapter Six
Complex Motions
In this thesis, complex motions are defined as movements which require the
coordination of several limbs to accomplish a goal. There are many fundamental skills
that every character should have. most of which involve complex motions. Because of
the complexity of seemingly simple skills. such as walking and reaching, effort has
been spent to develop algorithms which define appropriate default movements. The
idea is that the animator can ask the character to perform the motion and will get
some sort of default response. This will undoubtedly not be exactly what the animator
has in mind so further manipulation will be necessary, but since the basic skills are
already there. the animator has been saved the trouble of developing the motion from
scratch.
The complex motions developed within the context of ALIAS have been programmed
internally and are not currently available for manipulation by the animator. It is
possible to graphically position the start and end positions of the motions, but there
are no special user-interfaces for creating other complex motions. A Macro Editor has
been outlined as a possible extension to allow the animator to develop complex
motions graphically, but this work is still in the developmental stages.
6.1 Walking
Although walking is a compJex motion. it is a fairly basic skill needed when animating
characters. A great deal of work has gone into developing computer techniques for
animating the walk cycles of legged creatures iGirard 85. Zeltzer 84]. The technique
used in this system is an extension of parts of the research done by David Zeltzer at
Ohio State University. Zeltzer decomposes the walk into a series of small tasks which
each leg performs at different times. The stance phase of the walk is broken into five
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segments and the swing phasc is divided into three segments. These represent the
logical breaking points in the walk cycle and do not represent equal lengths of time.
During the walk cycle. each leg performs the same motions. but at different times.
The movements of each leg are synchronized (for example. the timing of the heel strike
of the lead leg affects the timing of the other leg). Speeding up or slowing down the
walk is a matter of changing the amount of time allotted to the individual phases of
the walk. This is accommodated within the program. A separate clock is used to
control the timing of the walk to avoid confusion with the timing of the rest of the
animation.
The implemented structure is hierarchical in nature. The higher-level walk controller
keeps track of the time allotted for the walk in relation to the animation. It
"schedules" the walk by figuring out how much time is available for the complete walk
and how much time elapses between each frame of animation. When it is time to
draw a frame. the lower level walk controllers are issued another segment of time and
are left to figure out what the next move is given the current body position and the
amount of time. The walk is controlled by a series of states which determine which
part of which phase is active. For example. when the left heel strikes the ground, a
flag is set which indicates that the left leg has completed the swing phase and should
enter the stance phase of the walk.
Internally, the walking is programmed using positional goals derived from various
sources of walk data |Lamoreux 71 Murray 67] [Muybridge 55]. For each component
of the stance and swing phases. there is a desired joint angle for each limb of each leg
which will position the legs in a pose typical for that stage of the motion. There are
also suggested amounts of time which each component of each phase should take.
Both the joint angle goals and the timing are implemented as parameters which can be
modified easily by the programmer. The technique of parameterizing motion is
common for solving difficult animation problems IHanrahan 84] Parke 82].
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6.2 Reaching
Reaching is a particularly difficult task because of the number of degrees of freedom of
the arm and the need to position the last link (the hand) at a specific location.
Positioning the arm manually usually requires a long trial and error process of
determining how the arm can be moved so that it will end up in the desired location.
This problem occurs in robotics as well. since it is common to have a multi-link robot
arm which must be positioned near the object it is to perform an operation on. The
techniques developed by robotics researchers are useful for solving this problem in an
animation context.
The reaching algorithm was implemented by Alejandro Ferdman using pseudo-inverse
kinematic techniques 'Girard 85 . The human arm can be modelled as a seven degree
of freedom limb (three at the shoulder, one at the elbow, and three at the wrist),
ignoring the fingers. There are constraints at each joint limiting the range of angles
possible. This adds to the difficulty of the problem and the amount of time needed to
calculate a solution.
The reaching algorithm currently implemented is somewhat oversimplified. The arm
is modelled with six degrees of freedom (three at the shoulder and three at the elbow),
which means that the hand can move to any x.y~z location, but the orientation cannot
change. The constraints are not fully implemented. so the algorithm frequently comes
up with unnatural looking solutions. Work is continuing to solve this problem and
develop the algorithm further.
Reaching is implemented on the Lisp Machine, but outside of ALIAS. The reach
program is passed a list of values containing the position and orientation of the arm,
the initial angles of rotation for each limb of the arm. as well as the starting and
ending position of the hand and the number of positions (frames) to generate. With
this information. the reach program can reconstruct the arm's current position and
intended position and compute the correct number of intermediate positions. A list
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containing the joint angle change for each limb for each increment of time is generated
and passed back to ALIAS. With this list, it is possible to animate the movement of
the arm.
6.3 Macro Editor
The Macro Editor is still in the developmental stages, but is a step towards specifying
motion in a more intuitive manner. The basis for the Macro Editor is the observation
that motion is a function of the character's body and ability to move, the objects in
the environment, and limitations of time. All of these elements can be represented
graphically, so it is conceivable that an editor can be developed for specifying complex
motions graphically.
The editor should include views of the character in the environment and a timeline for
specifying the timing of the individual parts of the motion. The animator should be
able to manipulate the limbs of the character individually or in groups and should be
able to establish motion relationships between grouped limbs, possibly using sliders. It
should also be possible to constrain the relationships between limbs and objects in the
environment.
The most difficult aspect of implementing this editor is developing a graphical method
for expressing conditional behaviors. For example, a motion may require the limb to
continue moving until it strikes the ground. It is fairly straightforward to represent
the motion of the limb and it is possible to represent the condition by moving the limb
to the critical location relative to the environment, but the concept "until" is much
more elusive. The problem becomes even more difficult when additional factors must
be considered. as in the case of an "unless" clause. There are several ways to approach
this problem. One may be to implement some sort of flowchart for showing the logic
of the motion in the same way that programmers map out the logic of computer
programs. This would be a graphical representation, but bound by standard. logical
constructs. The animator would need to become familiar with this drawing
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convention. Another approach may be to implement a menu operation which has
keywords and established forms for the types of situations commonly modelled. For
example. there may be a proximity keyword and a format for specifying that a motion
occurs until the proximity test is satisfied.
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Chapter Seven
Environment Editor
The main difference between modelling characters and modelling environments is the
difference in the hierarchical structure and the effects generated by moving an
element. For the character, there is a hierarchy of limbs which must be connected at
the joints. Moving one limb affects all the lower limbs because of their connectivity.
However. for environments, the hierarchy is somewhat different. Rooms are made up
of objects whose positions and orientations can change independently of other objects.
(Moving a lamp does not affect the location of a table because there is no
connectivity.) The objects themselves may be composed of still smaller objects. For
example, a sofa may be composed of several rectangular solids stacked in a sofa-like
manner. The component rectangular solids are then bound by their connectivity to
form a sofa, but their motions are specified in terms of the sofa as a whole and not
independently.
The Environment Editor is an interactive tool for creating simple environments out of
primitive components, such as boxes, planes. cylinders. and spheres. These can be
instanced. scaled, translated, and assembled to make suitable environments. Shapes
not composed of these primitives can be developed outside of the program using data
generation utilities available elsewhere, then read in and used in the composition.
Rotation and grouping tools have not been implemented yet. but will be in the near
future.
The Environment Editor workspace is composed of four windows and a menu on the
black and white display. Two windows show perspective views of the object being
created while the other two windows show plan and section orthographic projections.
The animator is able to change the position. size, and orientation of each primitive
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object by using the mouse to manipulate the orthographic projections of the object.
As one orthographic view is altered, the changes are reflected immediately in the other
orthographic viev. The perspective views are updated after the desired change has
been established (Figure 7-1).
Figure 7-1:Environment Editor workspace
The data base for the environment is generated while the animator assembles the
scene. When the animator selects a menu option for creating a primitive shape. a,
series of points and polygons are generated composing the shape in a default size. The
animator can move the object using the left mouse button and can manipulate the size
using the middle mouse button. The new position and size information is stored as a
transformation matrix to be applied to the default shape. The original points and
polygons are not manipulated. The system makes sure the transformations are applied
in the appropriate order (scaling then translating). so the animator does not need to be
aware of the matrix manipulations occurring. When the object is saved to disk, the
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transformed points and polygons are written to a file in a standard format which can
be used by all graphics programs in the animation environment.
Characters are developed in a context-free situation. so it is necessary to position them
in the environment. This is fairly straighforward since characters and environments
are modelled in the same coordinate space. Environment data bases are accessible to
characters. so characters can search through the data base to find the ground plane.
then position themselves accordingly. The accessibility of environment data is a major
step towards giving characters "a sense of where they are".
7.1 Color Editor
Once an object or an environment has been created with the Environment Editor, it
can be sent to the Color Editor for additional work (Figure 7-2). Here the image is
displayed larger (there is only one window) and in color. The Color Editor provides
functions for specifying colors and applying colors to objects.
Colors are defined by the amount of red. green, and blue in their composition. This
information is sent to the three electron guns in the color monitor which, in turn,
activate the red, green, and blue phosphors on the screen. While this representation is
extremely practical, it is often hard to determine what the appropriate values are for a
specific color. To help animators find the colors they have in mind, the Color Editor
provides a palette which displays the current color being worked with and 6 ramps of
nearby colors. The three ramps going upward show the colors received by adding
more red. green, or blue to the palette color and the three ramps going downward
show the results of subtracting red, green, or blue. The palette color can be changed
by clicking the mouse on any color in any of the ramps. The color under the mouse
then becomes the palette color and the ramps are updated to show the colors nearby
(Figure 7-3).
When a suitable color is found. it can be stored in one of the seven palette slots of the
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menu. The current color can be applied to an object by clicking the mouse on the
object in either the plan or section view of the object. which is displayed at the bottom
of the menu.
-ulutLl.
Figure 7-2:R.endered environment
7.2 Collision Detection and Path Planning
Collision detection is a problem in computer animation since characters and
environments are generally not modelled with the physical properties which preclude
things like walking through walls. To avoid this type of undesirable behavior, effort is
spent to detect cases where collision may occur and to generate paths which will avoid
these conflicts. Although collision detection and path planning are difficult problems,
it is easier to solve them than to model all the relevant physical properties of objects
and characters.
Once a character and an environment exist in the same coordinate space, it is possible
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Figure 7-3:Color Editor menu and palette showing nearby colors
to find the volume of space the character is occupying and test that region against the
environment to make sure that the character's form does not intersect any object.
This is the basic test of collision detection. The simplest case is detecting collision
with the ground. Assuming a flat floor. there is some y value which each limb can be
tested against to determine if part of the character is touching the ground. There are
many cases, especially in walking, where it is desirable to perform some action until
collision with the ground is detected. More complex collision detection involves
testing all parts of the body against all nearby objects. The problem becomes more
difficult when objects intersect the bounding volume but may or may not actually
intersect the body.
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Path planning involves considering the objects in the environment, the size of the
figure. and the movement goal (such as. walking across the room) to determine the
best path (if there is a path at all) for reaching that goal without hitting any objects.
The algorithm used for planning acceptable paths is one from robotics [Lozano-Perez
83 Lozano-Perez 79] and was implemented by Rod Stephens. The input to the
algorithm is the floor plan of the environment. a bounding region around the
character. and the start and end locations of the path (Figure 7-4). By definition, the
character's motions fit inside the bounding region, so the task of the path planner is to
search for a path through the floor plan which the bounding region will fit. through
without collision. Figure 7-5 shows a completed path.
The path planning algorithm was implemented outside the animation system on a
VAX, using the C programming language. The VAX and the Lisp Machine are both
on a local area network. so transferring files back and forth is fairly simple. To use the
path planner. ALIAS sends several files to the VAX. Separate files are used for the
environment, the character, and the path information so that each can be used in
different contexts. For example, different characters can use the same environment.
The path planner works with the data in these files to generate a list of points
describing a suitable path. These points are placed in a file and sent to the Lisp
Machine for use in the animation.
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Figure 7-4:Input to path planning algorithm
Figure 7-5:Shortest path calculated by path planner
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Chapter Eight
Timeline Editor
Typically an animation consists of a series of shots. or discreet segments of continuous
motion viewed from one viewpoint or a gradually changing viewpoint. A cut refers to
a change in subject or a noticable change in point of view. Within each shot, there
may be several motions occurring, generally asynchonously. For example, a character
may walk across a bridge. followed by a dog. which is being swooped by birds. All the
motions occur within one shot, but the motions occur independently of each other.
The Timeline Editor is a graphical editor for organizing both the shots of an
animation and the individual motions within a shot into a script for the animation.
Events are represented as bars along a timeline. The event is given a name and is
fixed in time by the placement and length of the bar. This is essentially a graphical
version of the type of scripts developed in ASAS Reynolds 82 . Other graphical script
systems include S-Dynamics developed by Symbolics and Mutan developed at the
University of Montreal Fortin 83'.
The Timeline Editor consists of a workspace and a mouse-sensitive menu on the color
display. A blank timeline. which is broken into four segments. is available for
assembling events. Events are drawn on the timeline by using the mouse to specify
beginning and ending time positions. Events can be color coded using a palette in the
menu. Editing commands are also available for moving the position of an event,
changing the time alotted, or deleting an event. At the time of creation. the animator
is requested to name the event so that it can be labelled on the timeline. Figure 8-1
shows a simple story being layed out on a timeline.
1S-Dynamics is a trademark of Symbolics. Inc., Cambridge. Massachusetts
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Figure 8-1:Timeline Editor
The script generated by the Timeline Editor is a list of events. each of which contain
timing and motion information. A clock keeps track of the current time in the
animation and can determine which events are active and should be drawn. The clock
updates according to the frame rate (24 frames per second for film and 30 frames per
second for video) and parcels out time segments to the events which are active. The
Timeline Editor is designed as a basic tool for organizing events and does not
specifically deal with issues like lighting and camera angles. If the lights or camera
positions are changing. they can be added as events on the timeline, but no attempt
has been made extend this to a sophisticated scripting system.
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Chapter Nine
Conclusion
Perhaps the most important conclusion has already been alluded to by the title of the
system. Computers have been used to speed up the drawing of frames and increase the
complexity of situations which can be animated, but the animation process remains
long and involved. At this point. adding more computers speeds up the process but
does not make it much easier. The real problems still lie in the communication
between animators and computers and the ability to control character motion easily.
ALIAS has made a step towards solving the communication problem by adopting
graphical interfaces so the animator can use drawings to describe structures to the
computer. The intent is to free artists from the task of programming, which is
inherently mathematical. to allow the animator's visual thought processes to work
without interruption. This reflects a belief that the future is in developing visual tools
for artists rather than teaching artists to be programmers.
The motion control problem has been approached in a variety of ways, each with its
own advantages and disadvantages. The intent is to provide a wide range of motion
control techniques which the animator can select from to solve a particular problem.
High-level control techniques, such as robotics algorithms, are useful for laying out a
general motion, while low-level guiding techniques are useful for tuning a motion so it
flows properly. Control mechanisms are necessary at all levels to prevent unnecessary
tedium but retain command over the nuances of a motion.
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